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ABSTRACT
Advances in networking and firewall technology have led to the
emergence of network censorship devices that can perform large-
scale, highly-performant content blocking. While such devices have
proliferated, techniques to locate, identify, and understand them are
still limited, require cumbersome manual effort, and are developed
on a case-by-case basis.

In this paper, we build robust, general-purpose methods to un-
derstand various aspects of censorship devices, and study devices
deployed in 4 countries (Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Rus-
sia). We develop a censorship traceroute method, CenTrace, that
automatically identifies the network location of censorship devices.
We use banner grabs to identify vendors from potential censorship
devices. To collect more features about the devices themselves, we
build a censorship fuzzer, CenFuzz, that uses various HTTP request
and TLS Client Hello fuzzing strategies to examine the rules and
triggers of censorship devices. Finally, we use features collected us-
ing these methods to cluster censorship devices and explore device
characteristics across deployments.

Using CenTrace measurements, we find that censorship devices
are often deployed in ISPs upstream to clients, sometimes even in
other countries. Using data from banner grabs and injected block-
pages, we identify 23 commercial censorship device deployments
in Azerbaijan, Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Russia. We observe that
certain CenFuzz strategies such as using a different HTTP method
succeed in evading a large portion of these censorship devices,
and observe that devices manufactured by the same vendors have
similar evasion behavior using clustering. The methods developed
in this paper apply consistently and rapidly across a wide range
of censorship devices and enable continued understanding and
monitoring of censorship devices around the world.

CCS CONCEPTS
• General and reference→Measurement; • Social and profes-
sional topics→ Technology and censorship.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed censorship and surveillance events
of unprecedented scale, such as the HTTPS interception attack
of popular domains in Kazakhstan [60], and the throttling and
censorship of social media domains in Russia [50, 79]. These events
are enabled by the proliferation of censorship devices, software or
hardware deployed on the network that inspects connections with
the goal of filtering access to undesired content. Today, these devices
have the ability to inspect large amounts of network traffic and
enact fine-grained interference. Advances in networking devices
and the commoditization of deep packet inspection (DPI) techniques
have made this censorship capability increasingly available for
governments and ISPs [62].

Most research on censorship measurement so far has focused
on detecting which websites are blocked on which protocols [3, 61,
63] and how the censorship can be circumvented [11, 33, 67, 75].
While the emergence of censorship measurement platforms such as
OONI [63] and Censored Planet [61] has provided the censorship
measurement community with accurate, reliable and scalable tools
and data to understand website reachability, general-purpose solu-
tions for studying the devices that perform censorship themselves
are lacking. Due to the opaque nature of censorship, the variety
of devices and censorship methods, and the lack of transparency
by vendors, collecting features about censorship devices, such as
their network location, rules and triggers, and capabilities requires
herculean manual effort.

Because of these challenges, previous work has focused on study-
ing specific devices and censorship deployments. While some stud-
ies have focused on identifying specific device manufactures using
visible signatures [16, 17, 44, 46, 62], others have developed ad-hoc
methods to explore the network location of specific censorship
systems [45, 60, 77, 79], and their rules and triggers [38, 41]. While
these studies have been instrumental in shedding light on network
devices that perform censorship and have helped deliver major
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Figure 1: CenTrace measurements from a client in KZ. Red
links indicate location of blocking ⋄

policy change [70, 81], they rely on distinct characteristics of cer-
tain censorship systems, require large amounts of manual effort,
and do not scale across devices. Research on censorship devices
continues to focus on a small set of well-known cases (such as the
Great Firewall [36, 45]), and there still exists no rigorous, reusable,
and scalable methods for us to locate censorship devices and collect
features about them.

In this paper, we build robust, general-purpose methods and
tools to answer three primary research questions regarding cen-
sorship devices: (1) Where are censorship devices located in the
network? (2) What are their blocking rules and triggers? and (3)
Which commercial firewall software are used for censorship, and
which characteristics are similar across deployments? We show
the capability of our methods to answer these questions by col-
lecting both in-country and remote measurement data using our
methods in four countries with regional and economic ties whose
censorship systems have been under the scrutiny due to recent
events: Azerbaijan (AZ), Kazakhstan (KZ), Belarus (BY), and Russia
(RU) [1, 64].

To understand the network location of censorship devices, we
design and build a censorship traceroute tool, CenTrace, that uses
traceroute-like TTL-limitedmeasurements to automatically identify
where HTTP(S) blocking occurs, without any information about
what censorship devices are used or how the censorship is imple-
mented. By varying both packet TTL and request content, we build
network paths and identify where censorship occurs on those paths.
Our tool accounts for network path variance and considers different
types of devices such as ones that are deployed in-path vs on-path,
ones that drop packets, and ones that copy TTL values from in-
coming packets. Using CenTrace, we collect over 12,600 traceroute
measurements in AZ, KZ, BY, and RU, among which 1,430 show
clear signs of blocking. Figure 1 shows the location of blocking
detected by CenTrace as seen from a client inside KZ. We iden-
tify that most blocking occurs close to the host inside the country
(within 1–10 hops), but sometimes in an upstream ISP. In an area
where attribution is difficult and censorship is often reported by
the client ASN, our findings shed light on the importance of under-
standing where censorship occurs. Moreover, we observe apparent
extraterritorial imposition of information controls—CenTrace re-
mote measurements to 21.81% of hosts in Kazakhstan are actually
blocked in Russia.

While CenTrace paves the way for identifying the location of
censorship devices, there is still a need to collect more features

about the device itself to learn about the capabilities and char-
acteristics of censorship deployments. We collect HTTP(S), SSH,
Telnet, FTP, SMTP, and SNMP banners from 163 potential censor-
ship device IP addresses identified using CenTrace to identify device
vendors. Using banner grabs and injected blockpages, we identify
23 commercial filtering devices in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU.

To collect additional features, we design and build a censorship
request fuzzing tool, CenFuzz, which identifies the rules and trig-
gers of various censorship devices. We implement 16 HTTP request
and 8 TLS Client Hello fuzzing strategies that automatically attempt
to evade detection by censorship devices. We perform 221,786 Cen-
Fuzz measurements in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU, and observe that certain
strategies result in successful evasion. For example, using alter-
nate HTTP Methods other than GET (such as PUT and PATCH) in
0.44%–90.58% of fuzzed requests evade censorship deployments.
We identify several strategies that evade the censor but are parsed
correctly by web servers, resulting in circumvention.

We use the features collected from CenTrace, CenFuzz and ban-
ner grab measurements to cluster censorship device deployments
in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU, in order to study their censorship device
deployment patterns. We find that devices deployed in the same ISP
form tight clusters, indicating that censorship policies are imple-
mented at the ISP level. We also find that certain evasion strategies
are more likely to succeed against devices that may be manufac-
tured by the same vendor, which could provide researchers with
an efficient method to fingerprint them.

The methods developed in this work are designed to be robust,
general-purpose and applicable to a wide variety of censorship
devices. We open-source and maintain our CenTrace, CenFuzz and
banner grab tools at https://censoredplanet.org/censorship-devices
to enable the community to continuously monitor censorship de-
vices. Our techniques can be used to advance the understanding of
censorship deployments in countries around the world, and can pro-
vide researchers, journalists, policymakers, and Internet freedom
advocates the means to ensure accountability for the manufacturers
of these devices, and the authorities that deploy them.

2 ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS
Measurement of Internet censorship requires careful considera-
tion of safety for end-users, as it requires triggering censorship
devices situated in the network multiple times. We conduct both
in-country and remote measurements of censorship, primarily in
four countries—AZ, BY, KZ, and RU. Institutional Review Boards
(IRBs) consider Internet measurement studies such as ours as out-
side their purview, since we do not collect any personally iden-
tifying information, and hence we rely on and follow guidelines
and safeguards suggested by previous work performing similar
measurements [3, 55, 61, 63] and those outlined in the Menlo and
Belmont reports [21, 49].

We purchase our in-country vantage points from popular com-
mercial VPS providers, similar to previous work [3, 55]. We confirm
that these machines are located in data centers and not in residen-
tial networks (i.e. they do not belong to end-users), and we conduct
our measurements in accordance with their terms of service. We
ensure that we do not cause operators of these platforms any more
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risk than they would incur when operating commercial computing
services.

For remote measurements to endpoints in these countries, we
follow the selection process adopted by the Censored Planet mea-
surement platform [61], and only send measurements to machines
that are part of organizational or ISP infrastructure. Specifically, we
select endpoints for our HTTP and TLS measurements by identi-
fying web servers in these countries that present a valid Extended
Validation (EV) TLS certificate or those that host domains in Peer-
ingDB [52]. Typically, only large organizations which receive a
significant amount of traffic obtain EV certificates, and their admin-
istrators possess the required skills and resources to understand the
traffic sent to their services. PeeringDB contains websites of ASes,
whose web servers are typically part of an ISP’s infrastructure.

Apart from applying these safeguards to our client and endpoint
selection process, we also follow best practices in conducting mea-
surements [23, 61]. We set up WHOIS records and reverse DNS
pointers on our measurement client and host a web server on ports
80 and 443, all indicating that our measurements are part of a re-
search project, and offer measurement targets the option to opt-out.
We did not receive any opt-out requests during our study.

3 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
In this section, we provide an overview of work related to cen-
sorship measurement, traceroutes, evasion, and identification of
censorship devices. We compare and contrast our approach to each
of the relevant previous work.

3.1 Censorship Measurement
Website blocking is commonly implemented by a network inter-
mediary, such as a middlebox or DNS resolver deployed in an
ISP, that interferes with the DNS request, TCP handshake, TLS
handshake or HTTP request [25, 36, 51, 55, 68]. DNS censorship
is commonly implemented by ISP resolvers that return errors or
incorrect IP addresses for DNS requests corresponding to censored
domains [51, 55], rather than by middlebox tampering [5, 6, 36].
As such, we do not study DNS censorship in this paper. IP block-
ing has seen a decline in adoption over the past few years due to
the emergence of CDNs that can serve multiple domains from the
same IP address [2, 80]. In contrast, censorship is increasingly per-
formed by network devices blocking TLS handshakes and HTTP
requests by inspecting the Client Hello Server Name Indication
(SNI) field and the Host Header fields respectively [8, 12, 62, 68].
Devices performing censorship of TLS and HTTP requests often
drop packets inducing a timeout, terminate connections using TCP
RST messages, or inject a blockpage into plaintext communication.
Although previous measurement studies have studied the targets
of HTTP(S) blocking in different countries, very few studies have
focused on the devices performing blocking, and such devices are the
primary subject of our study.

Internet censorship practices in a country have been studied
through both in-country measurements collected using volunteers
or accessible vantage points inside the country [3, 36, 39, 55, 63, 80],
and through remote measurements originating from outside the
country [25, 51, 60, 62, 68]. These techniques complement each
other well. In-country measurements such as those performed by

the OONI volunteer network can provide an in-depth analysis of
censorship in a country, but are limited in scale [63]. On the other
hand, remote measurement platforms such as Censored Planet can
scale up measurements by sending requests to public infrastruc-
tural machines on the Internet i.e. machines that belong to large
organizations or the ISP infrastructure itself [61]. In this paper,
we perform both in-country measurements as well as large-scale
remote measurements for the countries under study, but focus on
measuring censorship devices. Currently, measurements performed
by OONI and Censored Planet measure reachability to websites
from different countries and investigate the cause of blocking. How-
ever, they do not have the capability to detect and study the devices
that perform censorship. As shown in this paper, integrating the
measurementmethods proposed in this paper into platforms such as
OONI and Censored Planet can significantly improve the accuracy
and detail of data produced by these platforms.

3.2 Traceroutes
Traceroute techniques are core to not only network diagnostics,
but are essential for modern network and Internet analyses. Recent
work has demonstrated various ways to improve traceroutes for
modern, load-balanced networks [9, 69]. Tools such as Tracebox
utilize the quoted packet returned in ICMP in order to identify
middlebox interference [18]. We utilize and extend the methods
described in these studies to construct our own censorship tracer-
oute. In censorship studies, traceroute-like techniques have been
used to study the location of specific filtering devices, such as those
of the Great Firewall, China’s “Great Cannon” infrastructure, the
location of Kazakhstan’s HTTPS interception system [45, 60, 77].
Jin et al. recently proposed Disguiser, a framework that detects cen-
sorship by sending requests to a control server that responds with
a static payload, and they perform application-layer traceroutes in
some cases to explore the deployment of censors [39]. However,
all of these studies focused on studying specific censors whose
censorship signatures were already known. In this paper, we build
a general-purpose method for identifying the network location of a
variety of devices (§4).

3.3 Censorship Devices
Recent studies have found that many commercial network security
and firewall devices are used by network operators to perform
censorship in large ISPs [62, 65, 71]. Research to date in identifying
network censorship devices has approached the problem on a case-
by-case, ad-hoc basis [1, 16, 44, 46, 81]. In prior work, researchers
manually engineer network fingerprints for known censorship
technologies from features such as the TCP and HTTP headers
in order to investigate deployment patterns [17, 73, 74, 76]. For
instance, in 2013, Dalek et al. manually created fingerprints for four
popular network filter devices, and measured their deployment in
several countries [17].

Scaling up such identification has been a long-standing chal-
lenge in the community. In 2020, Sundara Raman et al. developed
FilterMap, a framework for clustering filters that are configured to
censor with user-observable blockpages [62]. FilterMap identified
various blockpage clusters in different countries, including block-
pages from commercial web filtering products, Government and
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ISP blockpages, and organizational blockpages. While FilterMap
provides valuable increase in scale, the technique is dependent on
censors injecting identifiable blockpages, which is not feasible in
encrypted communications. To resolve these challenges with previous
work, we develop banner grab measurements that scan network de-
vices themselves, and utilize clustering to identify devices that might
not inject identifiable blockpages (§5).

There is a wealth of literature on fingerprinting network devices
via active probing techniques, such as using Nmap or ZGrab [43, 82].
Researchers have analyzed the utility of various IP packet header
fields as well as more specifically crafted application-layer probes
like SNMPv3 [4, 66]. More recently, machine learning techniques
have been used to refine network device classification [15, 37]. We
utilize and extend these techniques in our work (§7).

3.4 Censorship Evasion
Previous work on censorship circumvention has focused on modify-
ing censored requests to evade censorship by exploiting idiosyncra-
cies in censorship implementations. Bock et al. developed Geneva, a
TCP blocking circumvention tool that utilizes genetic algorithms to
optimize the discovery of TCP packet modification circumvention
strategies [11]. Li et al. investigate rules that trigger network clas-
sifiers and discover methods to automatically evade them [40, 41].
In contrast to these studies, we do not focus on strategies for circum-
vention. Our censorship fuzzing tool, CenFuzz, deterministically tests
the same, sometimes invalid, requests across all censorship devices
(§6). Most related to our work is Autosonda, an automated fuzzing
technique proposed by Jermyn et al. to discover and study the de-
cision models of censorship devices and identify circumvention
paths [38]. While their results motivate the use of fuzzing in identi-
fying rules of censorship devices, the study was only conducted in
one metropolitan city, and the network features that were studied
are limited. For instance, they do not fuzz HTTPS requests. We
extend this work by developing a variety of additional strategies for
HTTP, and new strategies for fuzzing TLS Client Hello (HTTPS).

4 CENSORSHIP TRACEROUTE
A key challenge in understanding censorship devices is determining
their location in the network. This includes identifying the exact
IP address or IP ranges where the censorship device is located,
enabling understanding of which ISP and country the blocking
occurs in. Attributing the location of censorship has been a major
limitation in previous work and existing censorship measurement
platforms [61, 63], which currently characterize blocking based on
the location of the host. This could lead to incorrect reporting of
censorship, as the blocking may be occurring in an upstream ISP,
maybe even in a different country, instead of the host network.

Determining the location of censorship devices is challenging
due to the fact that there are numerous censorship devices with
a myriad of characteristics, each of which may be configured dif-
ferently in the network. While previous work has focused on de-
termining the location of specific censorship devices, they rely on
particular characteristics and behavior of the censorship device
under study [39, 45, 62, 77]. We develop and implement CenTrace,
a general-purpose method for determining censorship device lo-
cation using TTL-limited probes. We focus on censorship devices

Figure 2: CenTrace operation under different censorship de-
vice behaviors ⋄

performing censorship on the HTTP Host header or the SNI exten-
sion in the TLS client Hello, as mentioned in §3.1. However, our
technique can be easily extended to other protocols such as DNS
and SSH.

4.1 Methods
CenTrace uses probe packets with varying TTL and request content
in order to build a network path and identify where censorship is
occurring on that path. An overview of CenTrace’s operation is
shown in Figure 2. We first select a client that is under our control,
and then select a remote endpoint, and a Test Domain that is likely
to be censored on the path from the client to the endpoint.

CenTrace measurement. First, we provide an overview of the
basic structure of our TTL-based probing technique. We begin our
by sending a probe with a TLS Client Hello or HTTP GET request
for a Control Domain with incrementing values (starting from one)
in the TTL field in the IP header (Figure 2 (A)). When setting a
low TTL value in the IP header, we expect routers on the path
from the client to the endpoint to respond with an ICMP Time
Exceeded (Type 11) message [53]. This allows us to identify IP
addresses on the path between the client and the endpoint. After
performing probes with the Control Domain, we next repeat the
same incrementing TTL probes for the Test Domain (Figure 2 (B)).
Our method generally follows insights from Paris traceroute [9, 69],
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but necessarily differs in reckoning with path variance since our
probe contents are stateful in order to measure certain types of
censorship, which we discuss later. Throughout our measurements,
we perform packet captures and store all responses. We wait 120
seconds before consecutive CenTrace probes to account for stateful
blocking by a censorship device, as done in previouswork [68]. Next,
we describe several design choices for our CenTrace measurement
based on the properties of censorship devices.

Detecting blocking. We scope this work to only consider explicit
cases of Internet censorship, as network interference could be due
to a variety of reasons such as temporary network failures and
unexpected endpoint behavior for a certain domain. We define a
Test Domain CenTrace as blocked when we obtain a clear response
that indicates a network intermediary interfering with connections.
We consider all cases of connection resets and repeated packet
drops as explicit cases of blocking. In case we obtain a TLS or
HTTP response, we consider the response as blocking only when
we obtain a response that matches a known blockpage recorded by
Censored Planet, which maintains a curated, comprehensive list of
blockpage fingerprints observed in Censored Planet data [13, 62].
Note that our definition of blocking is conservative as censorship
devices may inject HTTP responses with empty content to evade
detection, which we cannot confidently conclude as censorship
(ref §4.2).

Terminating and non-terminating responses. The source IP ad-
dress of an injected response (e.g. a TCP RST or HTTP blockpage)
from a censorship device will be spoofed with the IP address of
the endpoint. CenTrace continues probing with incrementing TTL
values, either until we receive only a terminating response or we
reach a maximum TTL value limit (64). We define a terminating
response as a TCP packet from the endpoint IP address (e.g. TCP
RST, TCP FIN, TCP ACK, TCP PSH). This scenario is shown in
Figure 2 (B). A non-terminating response could either be an ICMP
Time Exceeded error, or a probe timing out without any response,
and in this case we continue probing with incrementing TTL values.
A terminating hop is the hop at which the terminating response
is observed. In Figure 2 (B), the terminating hop is R3, and the
terminating response is a TCP RST.

Accounting for packet drops. In case our probe times out with-
out receiving a response, we retry the request up to three times
to account for transient network failures. If we do not receive a
response after retrying, this may either indicate intentional packet
drops by a censorship device, or a router that does not respond with
ICMP Time Exceeded packets. If a probe experiences a timeout at
a particular TTL, it is not considered a terminating response (as
described above) if there is a terminating response at a subsequent
TTL. However, if all subsequent TTL probes are timeouts, we con-
sider the first timeout to be the terminating response. This scenario
is depicted in Figure 2 (C). The terminating hop here is R3, and the
terminating response is a Timeout.

Detecting in-path vs. on-path devices. Devices performing censor-
ship can be situated either in-path or on-path, as defined in previous
work [3, 45]. In-path devices sit in the network link and operate on
network traffic passing through the link at line rate, and can inject,
modify, or drop packets. On the other hand, on-path devices sit

outside the link and only receive a copy of passing packets. On-path
devices can inject packets into the link, but cannot modify or drop
packets at line rate. Therefore, on-path censorship techniques may
allow censored requests to pass through to the endpoint and the
client will receive injected packets alongside legitimate packets.
Generally, these on-path censorship techniques are also stateful and
rely on TCP flow control to manage censored flows. It is important
to differentiate between in-path and on-path devices when deter-
mining device location, since in-path devices may have a public
router IP address, but on-path devices usually do not.

To detect on-path devices (say, between R2 and R3 in Figure 2
(D)), we capture all packets received after sending a CenTrace
measurement, and check whether we receive both an injected ter-
minating response from the endpoint IP address as well as an ICMP
Time Exceeded message from hop R3. This indicates that there is an
on-path device between hop R2 and hop R3, inclusive, that allows
our request for the Test Domain to pass through to Hop R3, but
injects a terminating response into the stream. If there is only an
injecting terminating response from hop R3, we conclude that the
device is in-path. Note that our logic could mistakenly classify an
on-path device as in-path if the router at hop R3 does not respond
with an ICMP Time Exceeded message resulting in a false positive,
since we would only observe the packet injected by the censorship
device. However, we account for this case using our Control Do-
main CenTrace and our results (§4.3) suggest that there are very
few cases where the terminating hop does not respond with ICMP
errors.

Censorship device location. Once we identify the terminating hop
for a blocked Test Domain CenTrace (R3 in Figure 2 (B,C,D)), we
then extract the IP address, AS information, and response from
the corresponding hop in the Control Domain CenTrace (R3 in
Figure 2 (A)). We define this hop as the blocking hop and it indicates
the approximate network location of the device. In case the device
is in-path, we are able to extract the potential IP address of the
device. In case the device is on-path, we are only able to extract the
location.

Quoted packets in ICMP. Most routers support RFC 792 [53] and
RFC 1812 [10], which specify that routers quote parts of the received
packets in their ICMP error responses. Following the insights from
Tracebox [18], we utilize changes in quoted packet in the ICMP
error response to identify at which hops the probe packet is altered.
Like Tracebox, we compare fields in the IP header, TCP header, and
Application layer payload of the sent probe with the quoted packet
in the received ICMP message.

Network path variance. We observe that some stateful censorship
devices track packets across the same flow, and react differently
once the state has been changed by a flow. Such behavior affects
our observations if the methods of censorship are not immediately
observable, for instance, in cases with packet drops. Moreover, we
observe that some middleboxes only inject censored responses a
certain number of times per TCP connection.

Therefore, CenTrace performs each TTL-limited probe over a
new TCP connection. However, other work using TTL-based tech-
niques to build up paths have noted that keeping the source and
destination ports the same is important for ensuring the packets
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Table 1: CenTrace (CT) measurements collected ⋄

Co. In-country Remote
Clients CTs Blocked

CTs
Endpoints Endpoint

ASNs
CTs Blocked

CTs

AZ 1 18 6 29 10 227 96
BY - - - 123 19 1,040 287
KZ 1 14 8 95 29 868 748
RU 1 14 0 1,291 498 10,488 418

traverse a consistent network path [9, 69]. Since our measurement
is entangled with particular TCP sessions, we cannot keep the
source port consistent for all measurements. We resolve this chal-
lenge by repeating both our Control and Test Domain CenTrace
multiple times to estimate all paths to the endpoint, and calculate
device locations based on likelihood of paths followed. We use the
most commonly observed terminating hop information as the final
location of the censorship device.

To estimate the number of repetitions required, we perform
an experiment to quantify typical path variance. Our CenTrace
measurements are typically conducted to infrastructural endpoints,
as described later in 4.2. Over different times of day, we perform 200
traceroutes each to 20 infrastructural endpoints that we control in
20 different countries, and calculate the number of unique paths and
the number of times each unique path was followed to an endpoint.
We observe that 90% of all paths to each endpoint are covered in
11 traceroutes on average. Only one endpoint faced a really high
path variance, with more than 100 unique paths. Therefore, we
repeat both our Control and Test Domain traceroutes 11 times,
and create a probability distribution of IP addresses at each hop.
Then, we extract the most likely IP address at the blocking location
as the terminating hop. Note that this is a conservative estimate,
as we consider the full path variance for this experiment, but we
are more concerned with path variance closer to the censorship
device. However, there is still the possibility that certain repeated
measurements are more affected by large variances in network
paths, resulting in a false positive device location. We report results
for CenTrace measurements in aggregate to reduce the effects of
such variances.

4.2 Implementation and Measurements
We implement CenTrace in Python 3.9, and use tcpdump to store
all packet captures and process them. We perform the Control Do-
main CenTrace probes first and then immediately perform the Test
Domain CenTrace probes. A full set of CenTrace probes, including
all TTL probes to the Test and Control Domains, runs over approxi-
mately 5 minutes. We perform measurements to multiple endpoints
concurrently to speed up our data collection.

Using CenTrace, we perform a case study of censorship device
location in 4 countries in Eastern Europe and Central Asia with
extensive censorship systems, Azerbaijan (AZ), Belarus (BY), Kaza-
khstan (KZ), and Russia (RU) [39, 55, 60]. We perform in-country
measurements from one vantage point each in AZ, KZ, and RU, and
remote measurements to hundreds of endpoints in all four countries.
When selecting the endpoints, we follow the selection process spec-
ified in §2 i.e. we rent in-country vantage points from commercial
VPS providers and send remote measurements to infrastructural

webservers. We identify potential Test Domains for each country
from recent Censored Planet data [14] by selecting five domains for
each country and protocol (HTTP, HTTPS) that show the highest
blocking in Censored Planet data. Once the Test Domains are se-
lected, we perform our HTTP and TLS CenTrace measurements for
all of the endpoints. Our measurements were conducted between
May 1 and June 1, 2022. Table 1 shows a summary of our CenTrace
measurements in the four countries.

Limitations. We describe limitations of CenTrace to add context
to our results. Due to the nature of traceroutes, CenTrace depends
on routers near the censorship device responding with ICMP errors.
Certain limitations are fundamental to the conceptual approach.
For instance, we are only able to extract the potential IP address of
in-path devices, which we find to be more common than on-path
devices. CenTracewill also not be able to identify censorship devices
that are behind NATs or other private network firewalls. While we
account for network variance using repeated measurements, paths
may still vary to certain endpoints. However, we observe that our
results are consistent across multiple domains for the same vantage
points.

In addition, full validation of our methods here may be limited to
ground-truth knowledge of the censorship systems of the countries
we are studying. Since it obtains much more data about the nature
and location of censorship, CenTrace can reduce the number of
false positives for large-scale censorship platforms like Censored
Planet. However, without ground-truth or local validation, we may
not be able to detect false positives encountered by CenTrace (i.e.
it may detect censorship when there is none).

Other limitations arise from the experimental methods. For is-
ntance, to map IP addresses to ASNs and geolocations, we rely
on metadata from both Maxmind and the Routeviews project [47,
58], which can be inaccurate, especially for border router IP ad-
dresses [42]. We try to minimize errors by compiling metadata from
both data sources and manually validating a small sample of IP to
ASN translations.

Our endpoints for remote measurements are also chosen from a
list of infrastructural machines (§ 2), and this could bias our view of
censorship towards devices deployed in organizational networks.
Moreover, our remote measurements assume that most censor-
ship devices consider traffic in both directions (similar to previous
work [62]), however, this may not always be the case (e.g. [79]).
We account for this partially using in-country measurements. Due
to our strict ethical constraints, our in-country vantage points are
also primarily located in datacenters, which means we may not be
able to capture censorship exactly as it appears on residential or
mobile networks.

As mentioned in §4.1, we only consider blocking when we can
identify explicit signals of packet drops, connection resets, or block-
page injections. This could result in our technique missing certain
types of censorship, for instance, once that inject illegible con-
tent. We also note that a dedicated censorship device can evade
our detection by exploiting limitations with CenTrace, such as not
responding to queries with expiring TTL values. However, since
censorship devices usually only search for the presence of a cen-
sored domain [62], we do not believe evasion against our technique
is likely to be the priority for censors. Indeed, our results in the
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Figure 3: Distribution of blocking type and location with
respect to the client (C) and endpoint (E) ⋄

four countries are similar to those obtained by Censored Planet and
OONI [14, 63].

4.3 Results
In this section, we describe results from CenTrace. In general, our
findings align well with recent research on the censorship systems
in the countries we studied [39, 78]. Determining exactly where
on the path censorship is occurring helped us identify that some
interference upstream of the country is causing censorship-like
behavior for particular domains in BY and KZ.

Where are censorship devices located? Figure 3 shows the type
of blocked terminating response we receive and the location of
the blocking hop with respect to the client and endpoint. In the
countries we study, most (94.75%, 1,481) CenTracemeasurements ex-
perience blocking through packet drops and reset injection. We find
only one traceroute where both the terminating hop and the preced-
ing hop did not respond with ICMP Time Exceeded messages (“No
ICMP” case). While the majority of blocking hops (73.97%, 1,156) are
in the path from the client to the endpoint, there is also a significant
portion of traceroutes (16.19%, 253) where the blocking occurs at
the endpoint IP itself (“At E” case). In such cases, we observe that
the endpoint (or a NAT in front of the endpoint) responds differ-
ently (or does not respond) to the Test Domain. While we consider
these cases as important observations of network blocking, these
usually do not represent cases of ISP or state-sponsored censorship,
which many studies focus on. This shows that remote measurement
platforms such as Censored Planet can use tools such as CenTrace
to understand where the blocking occurs and add more context to
their data.

In-country measurements: The censorship devices performing
blocking of CenTracemeasurements from ourAZ andKZ in-country
clients are located 2 and 3 hops away from the client respectively,
and both drop packets to censored domains. Our RU in-country
client does not observe any censorship. According to our AS map-
ping, the censorship device in AZ lies in Delta Telecom (AS29049),
one of the large ISPs in AZ, in which our in-country client is also lo-
cated. The censorship device in KZ is located in JSC-Kazakhtelecom
(AS9198), the state-owned and largest ISP in Kazakhstan which
is known to implement censorship policies [7, 60] (See Figure 1).
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Figure 4: In-path vs on-path devices and hop difference be-
tween blocking location and endpoint ⋄

However, our client is located in a downstream hosting provider
(AS203087). This shows that censorship may be implemented by an
upstream AS, and measurement platforms such as OONI that only
consider the client’s ASN may not be attributing blocking correctly
and may not present a complete picture of censorship policies and
devices in a region. We note that the location of the censorship
device we find in JSC-Kazakhtelecom is consistent with that found
in previous work [39, 60].

Figure 4 shows the hop difference between the blocking hop
and the endpoint in our remote measurements when the blocking
location is between the client and endpoint. More than 35% of the
blocking happens one or two hops away from the endpoint.

AZ remote measurements: We observe that the blocking in AZ
primarily occurs in the first few hops after entering the country
(Figure 10 in §D). Our AS mapping suggests that packets to 88.89%
(24) of the endpoints (that are in 6 different ASes) get dropped in the
link from the ISP Telia (AS1299) to Delta Telecom (AS29049, AZ),
indicating a centralized censorship infrastructure of blockingwithin
Delta Telecom, as also evidenced by our in-country measurements.

BY remote measurements: In contrast to AZ, measurements to
most (91.80%, 56) BY remote endpoints fail in the endpoint AS,
through RST injections (Figure 11 in §D). Again, we note that we
find device locations in AS 6697 (Beltelecom) that are reported in
previouswork [39], among others. Interestingly, we find an anomaly
for measurements for the Test Domain bridges.torproject.org
to endpoints in BY. CenTrace measurements to the Tor Bridges
domain experience packet drops in AS 174 (COGENT) in 87.88%
(29) of the cases. This packet drop occurs even before traffic enters
into BY, and the change in censorship methods suggests that the
failure is due to a reason other than ISP censorship. Such anomalies
are difficult to identify without the use of CenTrace.

KZ remote measurements: In KZ, we find that measurements to
34.07% (31) of remote endpoints time out in two ASes in Russia,
AS31133 (PJSC Megafon) and AS43727 (JSC Kvant-telekom) (Fig-
ure 12 in §D). This shows that remote censorship measurements to
a certain country may be affected by censorship policies in a dif-
ferent country on the path, and platforms such as Censored Planet
can benefit from using CenTrace to quantify this phenomenon. We
observe the same hops in JSC Kvant-telekom dropping probes in our
RU measurements as well. Similar to our in-country measurement
in KZ, we find that a large number (31.26%) of our remote CenTrace
measurements also terminate in AS 9198 (JSC-Kazakhtelecom).
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RU remote measurements: In our RU remote measurements, we
observe an interesting phenomenonwhere CenTracemeasurements
to 32 endpoint IPs experience terminating hops that seem to be
past the hop at which the endpoint is located (“Past E” case in
Figure 3). In exploring these cases further, we find that all the
injected RST packets we receive have their TTL value set to one
i.e. the censorship devices copy the IP header, including the TTL
value, from the censored packets they receive (i.e. our Test Domain
traceroute) into their injected packets.Therefore, we only receive
the injected reset when the TTL value for the Test Domain CenTrace
is at least twice the hop distance from the client to the censorship
device. This case is illustrated in Figure 2 (E), and is also reported
by recent work [39]. We take this behavior into account when
determining the terminating hop from the control traceroute. We
find censorship devices located in more than 65 ASNs in Russia,
many also studied in previous work [55].

Are devices deployed in-path or on-path? We investigate whether
censorship devices are deployed in-path or on-path. As shown in
Figure 4, censorship devices in AZ and KZ are deployed exclusively
in-path, and most censorship devices in RU are also deployed in-
path. We primarily observed these censorship devices dropping
packets to interfere with communications. On the other hand, most
censorship devices in BY are deployed on-path, and inject RST
packets into flows. Censorship devices in RU vary in their censored
response type and deployment characteristics, which could be an
effect of their decentralized censorship policies [55].

Do devices sending ICMP errors quote sent packets? For blocking
hops, we extract the quoted IP packet from the ICMP Time Exceeded
message returned in the Control Domain traceroute, and compare it
with the sent packet. 57.6% of the quoted packets followRFC792 [53],
and only return the first 64 bits of the TCP payload, containing
the source and destination ports and the sequence number. The
rest of the quoted packets return more fields from the TCP and
application-layer payloads, following RFC1812 [10]. Surprisingly,
we find that 32.06% of the quoted packets contain a difference in
the IP Terms of Service (TOS) field, and one packet even contains
different IP flags. We find that these differences in quoted packets
can act as useful features in clustering similar devices (refer §7.2).

5 DEVICE BANNERS
Most prior work in identifying network devices use specific device
fingerprints that are tuned or discovered manually in order to scan
the Internet for the presence of these devices [16, 17, 46, 74]. Recent
research has found that many injected blockpages include vendor
information, or contain certain patterns that are unique to particu-
lar vendors [61]. However, with the increasing adoption of HTTPS
and HSTS, where most pages are loaded only over encrypted con-
nections, censorship devices cannot inject any blockpages, which
calls for alternative approaches to identifying devices. In this work,
we investigate the usefulness of protocol banners for this purpose.
In the cases where CenTrace detects the censorship occurring in-
path (refer §4.3), we are able to extract the potential IP address of
the device. This allows us to probe the potential IP address, and
collect additional features for identifying device vendors.

5.1 Method
We actively probe potential IP addresses of in-path devices to check
whether we obtain any indication of filtering software. We first
use Nmap to scan the top 1,000 ports on all devices and extract the
ports that are open, a strategy used by previous work [37]. Nmap
then sends up to 16 specially crafted TCP, UDP, and ICMP probes
to the device, on both open and closed ports. These probes are
each intended to invoke a unique and potentially fingerprintable
response. Nmap then transforms these responses into features based
on manual tests that have been developed over the past 20 years. On
the portion of devices that have ports open, we perform application-
layer banner grabs using ZGrab [82]. Specifically, we collect the
handshake information and initial responses on the HTTP(S), SSH,
Telnet, FTP, SMTP, and SNMP protocols from each device that
has the corresponding service open. These protocols have been
used by previous work for collecting features for network device
fingerprinting [37]. We also extract information about services
running on non-standard ports from Censys [22], which scans all
ports on every IPv4 address for banners regularly. Then, we use
manual investigation and Rapid7’s Recog [56], a public fingerprint
repository, to label devices with filtering technology that respond
to our banner grabs.

5.2 Measurements
AZ, BY, KZ, RU. We collect banners and network fingerprints

from 163 IP addresses that could potentially host in-path censorship
devices based on CenTrace measurements in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU.
These are the IP addresses of the terminating hop in our Control
Domain CenTrace measurement.

Limitations. In the banner collection process, we are only able to
collect banners for potential IP addresses of a censorship device from
our CenTrace measurements. Certain devices may not have publicly
visible IP addresses. Thus, we only report on devices that we can
explicitly identify as running firewall software. Moreover, our view
of censorship devices is biased towards devices that have open ports
that we can collect banners from. We note that making stronger
claims with certainty about device provenance and attribution still
requires considerable manual work and collection of ground truth.

Comparison with Blockpages. As additional validation, we com-
pare labels extracted from active probing with labels extracted from
blockpages, when available. Since the censorship devices in the four
countries we study only inject blockpages in very few (5) cases, we
run an additional set of CenTrace and banner grab measurements
to endpoints around the world where recent Censored Planet mea-
surements identified blockpage injection [14]. In the first week of
June 2022, Censored Planet HTTP measurements identified con-
nections to 126 remote endpoint IP addresses where an in-path
device presented a known device blockpage. Therefore, as a case
study, we choose a subset of one endpoint IP address from every
endpoint ASN that observed a blockpage, which results in 76 end-
point IP addresses, and run CenTrace HTTP measurements to these
IP addresses. We then collect banners from the resulting set of 71
potential censorship device IP addresses that are in-path.
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5.3 Findings
Are device banners useful in device identification? We rely on our

measurements to endpoints with known blockpage injection to
understand if banners collected from devices can complement the
use of blockpages in identifying devices. 87.32% (62) of the potential
device IP addresses support at least one of the services we collect
banners from.Wemanually investigate and label these banners, and
find that 38.71% (28) of devices show a clear indication of firewall
software used for blocking website requests. Moreover, these device
labels match exactly the device identification from the blockpage.
Our case study shows that extracting information from device
banners can act as a valuable approach in device identification.

What vendors are censoring network traffic in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU?.
Overall, potential censorship device IP addresses in these countries
do not always host public services, nor do they frequently respond
with blockpages. Out of these 163 potential device IP addresses in
our four countries, only 68 (41.72%) have at least one SSH, Telnet,
FTP, SMTP, or SNMP port open. On investigating the banners man-
ually, we find 19 devices with explicit indication of device vendors:
Cisco (7 devices, AZ, KZ and RU), Fortinet (5 devices, AZ, KZ, and
RU), Kerio control (2 devices, KZ), Palo Alto (2 devices, AZ and RU),
DDoSGuard (1 device, RU), Mikrotik (1 device, KZ) and Kasperky (1
device, RU). Importantly, other than the Fortinet devices, the others
do not inject any blockpages, and drop packets instead. This shows
the importance of performing banner grabs in addition to collecting
injected blockpage responses. In addition to these 19 devices, we
find 4 other Fortinet devices sending blockpages but not presenting
banners.

6 CENSORSHIP FUZZING
Identifying the triggers and rules of censorship devices is key to
understanding how network traffic is blocked. This not only in-
forms methods of censorship circumvention, as has been explored
in prior work [11], but can also provide additional features for de-
vice identification. Network censorship devices, especially those
manufactured by commercial vendors such as the ones we find in
§5.3, are frequently implemented with special TCP, TLS, and HTTP
stacks that are distinctive to a particular vendor, or are configured to
block certain requests by actors deploying these devices. Previous
work on censorship circumvention has shown that censorship im-
plementations frequently contain idiosyncrasies in their connection
parsing that may be utilized to evade blocking [11, 38, 72].

In this work, we develop a deterministic censorship fuzzing
tool, CenFuzz, that performs application-layer fuzzing strategies on
blocked connections such that the same strategies are performed
across all tested devices. CenFuzz performs several modifications to
the HTTP GET Request and the TLS Client Hello packets, based on
the grammars of these protocols (ref. Appendix §B). We choose to
employ deterministic fuzzing as compared to previous circumven-
tion techniques for two reasons: (1) Circumvention tools gravitate
towards strategies that exploit a difference in parsing characteris-
tics between the censor and the endpoint which places a significant
limitation on the number of strategies that can be applied, since
strategies that do not elicit the correct response from the end-
point are invalid. Because of this differences, in this section, we use
censorship evasion to mean that a particular probe has evaded a

Table 2: CenFuzz HTTP request and TLS client hello fuzzing
strategies. ‘NP’–Number of Permutations ⋄

Category HTTP Strategy Examples NP

Alternate Get Word POST, PUT 6
HTTP Word HTTP/ 1.1, XXXX/1.1 16
Host Word HostHeader: 7
Path ?,z 8
Hostname www.example.comwww.

example.com
5

Hostname TLD www.example.net 10
Hostname Subdomain m.example.com 10
Header Connection: keep-alive 59

Capitalize Get Word GeT 8
HTTP Word HtTP/1.1 16
Host Word HoST: 16

Remove Get Word GE 7
HTTP Word HTTP/.1 167
Host Word ost: 63
HTTP Delimiter \r 3

Pad Hostname Padding **www.example.com* 9
Category HTTPS Strategy Examples NP

Alternate Min TLS Version TLS 1.1 4
Max TLS Version TLS 1.1 4
Cipher Suite TLS_AES_128_GCM_SHA256 25
Client Certificate CN=www.test.com 3
Server Name (SNI) moc.elpmaxe.www 4
SNI TLD www.example.org 10
SNI Subdomain wiki.example.com 10

Pad SNI Padding ***www.example.com 9

particular censorship rule. We use the term censorship circumven-
tion to mean that a particular probe has both evaded a censorship
rule, and that the probe loads the intended resource correctly. (2)
Some circumvention tools focus on using machine learning to find
optimal strategies that work on censors [11]; however, based on
the censor’s implementation and deployment characteristics, the
strategies tested and paths followed by the machine learning model
may be different since the process introduces randomness. If the
goal is to produce a set of deterministic network fingerprints, we
need a static set of strategies to test against the endpoint to ensure
the feature space for each measurement is the same. CenFuzz aims
to test the same strategies against every device to produce such a
fingerprint.

6.1 Method
Table 2 shows an overview of CenFuzz strategies and the num-
ber of fuzzed requests sent by each strategy. The strategies are
chosen based on their likelihood to elicit different responses from
censorship devices, based on examples from previous work [11, 38].

Alternate Data. Many of CenFuzz’s strategies attempt to sub-
stitute data within the grammar of the protocol with some other
valid or invalid data. Some of the HTTP fuzzing strategies include
using a different HTTP Method instead of GET (e.g. POST, PUT,
XXXX), using a different HTTP Word (e.g. HTTP/3, HTTP/ 1.1, HTTP
/1.2), and using a different Host Word (e.g. HostHeader:, XXXX: ).
CenFuzz also tries providing different resource location paths (e.g.
?, z ) to check whether only the home page (i.e. the / path) is
blocked. Another fuzzing strategy is to use additional headers such
as Connection: keep-alive and User-Agent: xxx, and check
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whether adding headers changes the blocking behavior. Some of the
strategies adopted by CenFuzz change the hostname itself, which
is usually the identifier for keyword-based content blocking. It
attempts to omit the hostname completely, provide an empty host-
name, reverse the hostname (e.g. moc.elpmaxe.www), and repeat
it multiple times. It also attempts to provide different TLDs and
subdomains for the hostname (e.g. m.example.com, www.example.
net). In TLS, CenFuzz attempts to change the minimum and max-
imum accepted TLS versions, under acceptable values (TLS 1.0,
1.1, 1.2, or 1.3). It tests different ciphersuites individually, and also
checks whether providing a client certificate (either for the re-
quested domain or some other domain) changes the censorship
device behavior. Similar to the HTTP strategies, CenFuzz applies
changes to the domain in the SNI field, changing or omitting the
domain itself, changing the subdomain, and changing the TLD.

Capitalize, Remove, and Pad Data. CenFuzz selectively capitalizes
and removes different characters from the HTTP words to detect
whether censorship devices fail to act on incomplete HTTP requests
(e.g. GE / HTTP/1.1 \r\n Host: www.example.com\r\n\r\n,
GET / HTtP/1.1\r \n Host: www.example.com\r\n\r\n). Cen-
Fuzz also pads the hostname (in HTTP) and server name (in TLS)
with leading and trailing padding characters (e.g. **www.example.
com*).

6.2 Implementation and Measurements
We implement CenFuzz in Go 1.16, using Go’s net and Refraction
Networking’s utls [57] libraries to manage connections. For each
strategy, we store the responses for a Normal request to the Test
Domain and Control Domain (without any fuzzing modifications).
Then we perform one measurement each for each variation of
the strategy for both the Control Domain and the Test Domain.
Finally, we compare the results for the Test Domain between the
permutations and the Normal request, and also compare results
between the Test Domain and the Control Domain for the same
permutation. We define a permutation as not successful if both the
Normal Test Domain request and the Test Domain permutation
are blocked, while the Control Domain permutation is not blocked.
Similarly, we define a permutation as successful if the Normal Test
Domain request is blocked, but both the Test Domain permutation
and the Control Domain permutation are not blocked. Similar to our
process in § 4, we conservatively restrict our definition of blocking to
consider only those responses where we observe a repeated packet
drop, a connection reset or failure, or a known blockpage injected
by a middlebox. We perform measurements to different endpoints
in parallel, waiting for 120 seconds between measurements with
different strategies in case of detected blocking (to avoid effects
of stateful blocking as described in §4.1, and 3 seconds otherwise.
We perform fuzzing measurements to the endpoints in Section 4
that observed blocking i.e. we performed in-country and remote
fuzzing measurements in AZ, KZ, and RU, and only remote fuzzing
measurements in BY. In total, we conduct more than 2.48 million
CenFuzz measurements.

6.3 Results
Which strategies evade censorship rules? Figure 5 shows the dis-
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Figure 5: Success rates of CenFuzz strategies ⋄

AZ, BY, KZ, and RU. We find that the success rate of an Alternate
HTTP Method varies based on censor rules. For example, using
the POST HTTP method instead of GET only evades devices 1.76%
(10) of the time, while using the PUT, PATCH and an empty HTTP
method evade the censorship device 21.63% (122), 82.15% (465), and
92.01% (518) of the times respectively. Note that other than the
empty HTTP method, all others are valid HTTP methods. Adding
additional headers (even invalid ones) do not result in evasion. Sur-
prisingly, providing invalid alternates for the HTTP version (e.g.
HTTP/9) results in very few successful cases (10.55%, 946). This
shows that many censorship devices do not check for validity of
the HTTP version, but trigger only on certain HTTP methods. Pro-
viding a different path other than the default (/) also succeeds in
evading blocking 68.72% (3,080) of the time, providing a possible
circumvention strategy if resources are hosted in multiple URLs.

Changing the hostname (theHTTPHost header) itself predictably
evades the censorship devices in a large number of cases, as these
exploit the censorship policies of the device. Padding the hostname
with leading and trailing pad characters are successful 77.12% (3,924)
of the time. We find that a large number of devices implement rules
with leading wildcards rather than trailing wildcards i.e. rules of
the form *.blockeddomain.tld over blockeddomain.*. There-
fore, permutations with leading pads are mostly blocked, while
those with any trailing pads often evade blocking. Due to the same
reason, changing the hostname’s TLD is a more successful strat-
egy (88%, 4,905) than changing the hostname’s subdomain (61.52%,
3,424).

CenFuzz’s TLS strategies that work by changing parts of the
server name (SNI) behave similarly to the hostname strategies
in HTTP. However, we observe that changing other parts of the
TLS Client Hello are not highly successful. This shows that cen-
sorship devices parse a variety of TLS configurations, and trigger
only on the SNI. We find a few cases in RU and KZ where the use
of certain ciphersuites (e.g. TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM
_SHA384, TLS_RSA_WITH_RC4_128_SHA evades the censor, and we
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find a few cases in RU and BY where changing the TLS version
results in evasion, such as setting the TLS Version to 1.0 or 1.3. We
observe that both of these strategies work well in circumvention.

In HTTP CenFuzz measurements, we find that our Remove strate-
gies manage to evade triggering most devices. For example, re-
moving parts of the Host Word evades devices more than 91.3%
(31,518) of the time. Removing parts of the HTTP Method (GET)
and the HTTP Delimiter are also successful in all of the countries.
Our Capitalize strategies are comparatively less successful, only
evading censorship devices in a few cases. Only the HTTP Word
Capitalization strategy works for more than 1% of the cases. This
shows that the rules of most devices account for different character
cases, but not incomplete words in the request line.

Which strategies are successful in circumvention? While circum-
vention is not our primary goal, we investigate the applicability
of our CenFuzz strategies for circumvention using data from our
in-country measurements, as we attempt to connect to a legitimate
IP address for the domain. Our results are in line with recent work
by Harrity et al. using the Geneva platform, which automates the
discovery of application-layer circumvention techniques [35]. For
example, from our KZ in-country measurement, we observe that
padding the SNI and hostname for the domain www.pokerstars.
com with leading pad characters result in evading the censor and
successfully fetching legitimate content. Requests for dailymotion.
com in KZ circumvent the censor and fetch legitimate content
when certain subdomains (such as wiki.dailymotion.com) are
used. Web servers for other domains do not necessarily recognize
the same request and return errors with status codes such as 400
Bad Request, 403 Forbidden. 301 Moved Permanently and 505
HTTP Version Not Supported, therefore the applicability of cir-
cumvention varies by domain.

7 CLUSTERING DEVICES
We design a pipeline to cluster censorship measurements using
features extracted from CenTrace, banner grabs, and CenFuzz. By
clustering censorship device deployments with the same behavior,
we aim to explore whether devices from the same vendor show
the same properties and understand how censorship policies are
deployed. Demonstrating that devices from the same vendor exhibit
similar censorship policies and properties will help generate new
features for recognizing and studying their deployment patterns.

7.1 Feature extraction
For each endpoint that encountered blocking in our CenTrace mea-
surements, we extract features from our CenTrace measurement,
CenFuzz measurement, and banner grab measurements. From Cen-
Trace, we use the type of censorship that occurs (i.e. packet drops,
RST & FIN injection, or HTTP injection) as a feature. In all cases
other than packet drops, we also extract network features from the
injected packet TCP/IP headers, such as the IP ID, IP flags set, TCP
flags set, and TCP options set. We identify any changes in IP/TCP
headers before and after the terminating hop using the quoted
packet in ICMP. An one-hot encoding of these deltas are used as
features. For measurements that do not encounter quoted packets,
we impute the data. Since we perform the same censorship fuzzing
strategies across all devices, we extract the list of strategies that are

successful against a particular censorship deployment. From our
Nmap probes and banner grabs, we extract the ports that are open,
as well as features from Nmap fingerprinting. The full feature set
can be found in Appendix C.

If any of the devices respond with an explicit vendor indication
in an injected blockpage, or in a banner, we then extract this data as
a label. For these labeled devices, we can then generate a fingerprint
from any other network-level responses, the censorship response,
and features from CenFuzz. Using these other network-layer and
censorship features, we can then classify the vendors devices that
do not inject blockpages, or do not explicitly display its vendor in
banner responses.

7.2 Feature importance
We examine the relative importance of each of the features de-
scribed above by training a classifier using all data that have labels
obtained from our case study in comparing blockpages and ban-
ner grabs i.e. our dataset with known blockpage matches from
Censored Planet (§5.2). We use a random-forest classifier for model
interpretability and feature importance measurements. We measure
the importance of each feature using the mean-decrease in impurity
(MDI) calculated by the random-forest classifier, which measures
the degree to which the classifier has learned to use that particular
feature to perform a prediction. We impute missing features in the
data via taking the median of other samples. Finally, we train the
classifier three times using 5-fold cross-validation (for a total of
15 repetitions), then extract each feature’s MDI across each tree in
the random-forest classifier. Our results (Figure 9 in §C) indicate
that the type of terminating response (i.e. packet drops vs TCP
RSTs) is highly indicative of deployments of the same vendor. In
addition, other important features include CenFuzz requests that
behave differently for different censorship device vendors.

7.3 Unsupervised clustering of data
Based on the feature importance determined in §7.2, we pick the top
10 features that perform best to cluster data collected in AZ, BY, KZ,
and RU. We use DBSCAN clustering, which uses a density metric
(𝜖) to determine the number of clusters in the data rather than a
pre-determined number of clusters [59]. Density-based clustering
is more pertinent to our use case since we do not necessarily know
how many types of devices there are in the unlabeled data. We use
𝜖 = 1.2, determined using a technique established in prior literature
that measures the average distance between each point and its 𝑘
nearest neighbors, where 𝑘 is the minimum number of points we
expect to be able to form a cluster [54].

7.4 Findings
The devices that were labelled as being manufactured by the same
vendor exhibited extremely similar censorship and network fea-
tures. In addition, censorship devices in the same country and ASes
often formed very tight clusters. There were a few clusters, how-
ever, that contained devices across different countries and ASes,
implying some censorship devices across these countries may be
manufactured by the same vendor, or at least implemented very
similarly.
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Figure 6: Clusters of endpoints based on features from Cen-
Trace, CenFuzz, and banner grabs ⋄

Are censorship and network features similar across the same device
manufacturers? We explore whether devices manufactured by the
same vendor show similar censorship properties (see §7.1). Using
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and p-value (𝑟𝑠 and 𝑝) to
calculate pairwise correlations of feature similarity, we observe
strong positive correlations among devices labeled with the same
vendor. All the Fortinet firewall devices display almost exactly the
same censorship properties (𝑟𝑠 = 1.00, 𝑝 = 0.00). The Cisco firewall
devices (𝑟𝑠 > 0.78, 𝑝 = 0.00) and the two Kerio Control firewall
devices (𝑟𝑠 = 0.98, 𝑝 = 0.00) also exhibit very similar censorship
properties. Devices from different vendors, however, show weaker
correlation (e.g. Fortinet vs Cisco, 𝑟𝑠 = 0.56, 𝑝 = 0.02). Among
labeled devices, ones that exhibit the exact same features from
CenFuzz are labeled as the same vendor. The type of censorship
response and resulting features are also often different between the
clusters.

Overall, the devices that we were able to label all exhibit similar
censorship and network features. The censorship devices that we
are able to identify as manufactured by the same vendor are always
in the same clusters. Our results show that devices manufactured
by the same vendor or those deployed by the same actor exhibit
highly similar combinations of network fingerprints and censorship
properties. This result from the unsupervised learning implies that
that these properties can be used to fingerprint devices and identify
more deployments for future research.

Do censorship devices vary by country or AS?. The results of clus-
tering endpoints in AZ, BY, KZ, and RU per §7.3 are visualized in
Figure 6. 69% of endpoints form tight clusters with other endpoints
in the same country (and often in the same AS), showing that cen-
sorship policies and devices may be configured at the AS or country
level. However, a few clusters (such as clusters 3, 5, 6, and 15) also
indicate that endpoints even across different countries encounter
similar blocking patterns. The smaller clusters 3, 6, and 15 consist-
ing of measurements from multiple countries, exhibit very similar
censorship properties (𝑟𝑠 > 0.99, 𝑝 ≈ 0.00, averaged across pairwise
correlations). The measurements in the larger cluster 5 also exhibit
similar censorship properties (𝑟𝑠 ≈ 0.82, 𝑝 ≈ 0.00). This suggests
that censorship devices in these clusters are implemented similarly,
potentially by the same vendor.

8 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have developed and implemented various tech-
niques to locate censorship devices and understand their triggers
and properties. Using the techniques we develop, we conduct a
study of censorship devices in four countries (AZ, BY, KZ, and
RU). We open-source and maintain our tools and data at https:
//censoredplanet.org/censorship-devices to enable the continued
monitoring of censorship devices.

Future work. Future work can explore devices that perform DNS
packet injection, TCP blocking and blocking of other protocols, as
we only consider devices that perform HTTP and TLS censorship
in this study. As mentioned in §4.2, our view is biased towards
devices deployed in organizational networks due to our endpoint
selection criteria, and future work can integrate our measurement
techniques into measurement platforms such as OONI to collect
more user-centric measurements. Our study is limited to primarily
four countries in the same region and future work can explore
whether our findings generalize across other countries and regions.
Finally, we hope that future work can build on these techniques to
develop censorship middlebox fingerprints at scale.

Implications. Our results further the study of censorship devices.
First, we find that since a significant portion of censorship occurs at
an upstream AS (which are sometimes even in a different country)
of the Client or Endpoint, and we can identify these devices via
CenTrace. In addition, large-scale censorship measurement plat-
forms, such as OONI and Censored Planet, currently suffer from
lack of knowledge about where censorship is being performed, and
can benefit from using CenTrace. The location of the censorship
device can also be used by circumvention tools based on content
localization to better avoid blocking [34, 75]. The resulting network
and censorship features from CenFuzz may be used to construct
fingerprints for the vendors of censorship devices. Our results also
reveal how censorship devices read requests, and using tools such
as CenFuzz can help circumvention developers build better cir-
cumvention strategies that work against particular devices [11].
Our methods also advance the state-of-the-art in device identifica-
tion, which can be used to monitor the proliferation of different
censorship devices in countries around the world [62]. Rapid ad-
vancements in network technology have led to highly available,
low-cost, extremely capable censorship software being available at
censors’ disposal. We hope that our work serves as a method for
researchers to monitor and police the development and spread of
censorship technologies.
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A ARTIFACTS
To enable reproducibility of our study and the continuedmonitoring
of censorship devices, we open-source our code and data at https:

Figure 7: Parts of a HTTP GET request ⋄

Figure 8: Parts of a TLS Client Hello ⋄

//censoredplanet.org/censorship-devices. Our tools are indexed in
Zenodo with the following DOIs:

• CenTrace: 10.5281/zenodo.7260106
• CenFuzz: 10.5281/zenodo.7260100
• CenProbe: 10.5281/zenodo.7260104

B HTTP AND TLS GRAMMARS
In HTTP, CenFuzz applies fuzzing strategies to HTTP GET re-
quests, which are the primary target of most devices performing
HTTP blocking. Figure 7 shows the structure of a HTTP Version
1 (HTTP/1.1)) GET request specified in multiple RFCs [26–32]. A
HTTP request starts with a Method, which specifies the type of re-
quest. The most common HTTPMethods are POST, GET, PUT, PATCH,
and DELETE. Following the HTTP Method, the HTTP request path
specifies the resource location and the protocol version specifies
the version of HTTP used for this request. A HTTP delimiter \r\n
is then added. Next, a series of HTTP headers may be included. The
HTTP Host header is commonly included in all HTTP requests [48],
and censors frequently use the Hostname in the Host header as the
key for performing blocking. Each HTTP header is delimited with
a \r\n.
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Table 3: A description of each of the features we collect. Fea-
tures marked with an asterisk are used as labels to perform
the classification task ⋄

Feature origin Feature description

CenTrace (4) Labels from blockpages*
Type of blocking (e.g. RST vs TIMEOUT)
On-path vs In-path
Network features from injected packet
Quoted ICMP packet

CenFuzz (6) Strategies successful in evasion
Banners (5) Labels from banners*
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Figure 9: Importance of different device features ⋄

In TLS, CenFuzz applies fuzzing strategies to the TLS Client
Hello request, which is frequently targeted by devices performing
blocking of HTTPS connections, as all following Client → End-
point communications are encrypted. Figure 8 shows the structure
of an example TLS 1.2 Client Hello request [19, 20, 24]. The TLS
packet starts with a Record Header, which specifies the message
type, version, and length. A Handshake header then specifies that
the message type is a Client Hello message, and the length of the
following Client Hello message. A client version field then spec-
ifies the TLS version supported by the client (TLS 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, or
1.3), and the client then provides 32 bytes of random data. Next,
the client may provide a Session ID and an ordered list of cipher
suites supported. The client then provides an ordered list of which
compression methods it will support. Following these fields, the
client may optionally provide a number of TLS extensions. For our
strategies, we always add the TLS server name indication (SNI) ex-
tension, which specifies the domain corresponding to the request,
and which is used by censorship devices to block the Client Hello.

C FEATURES
Table 3 shows the list of features that we extract from our CenTrace,
CenFuzz, and banner grabmeasurements for our clustering task (§7).
Figure 9 shows the relative importance of each feature in our trained
random-forest classifier, with 15 repetitions. This data shows that

the type of censorship (e.g. whether the middlebox injected an RST,
or dropped packets) was very useful in determining the device
vendor. Similarly, many of our fuzzing features perform quite well,
as well as the TTL of the injected packet, when available.

D CENTRACE VISUALIZATIONS
Figure 10, Figure 11, and Figure 12 show the CenTrace measure-
ments from our client in the United States to endpoints in AZ, BY,
and KZ respectively. The red links indicate where the blocking
occurs, and the geolocation of each of the nodes are annotated. In
AZ, we see that the blocking happens at the link entering into the
country, while for BY and KZ, the blocking happens closer to the
endpoint AS.
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Figure 10: Remote CenTrace measurements in Azerbaijan ⋄

Figure 11: Remote CenTrace measurements in Belarus ⋄
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Figure 12: Remote CenTrace measurements in Kazakhstan ⋄
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